**Guidance for Students**

**Symptoms of Covid-19 or positive Covid-19 test**

- **Student has Covid-19 symptoms**
  - **Student to immediately self isolate and arrange for Covid-19 Test in accordance with UK government requirements**
    - Currently self isolation is for 10 days since start of symptoms, any housemates/family are to self isolate for 14 days.
  - **Student must notify University using this [online form](#) to alert all support services to location and trigger wellbeing support**
    - Student receives test results
      - **NEGATIVE**
        - Once negative result is confirmed student can stop self isolation. Contacts can also stop isolation.
        - Welfare contacts are stopped and wardens, cleaning and security are updated.
      - **POSITIVE**
        - Follow adjacent process for a positive case

- **Student has a positive Covid-19 test result**
  - **Student must notify University using this [online form](#) to alert all support services to location and trigger wellbeing support**
    - Student must continue to self isolate for total of 10 days (14 day for household or other contacts) and inform University of result.
    - A Questionnaire will be completed by:
      - **(in-hours)** Covid Support team
      - **(out-of-hours)**: Security
        - Identifying movements/contacts
        - **In hours:** Covid Support inform Head of Wellbeing
        - **Out of hours:** Security inform Covid-19 Silver Commander
        - Head of Wellbeing notifies Covid-19 Silver Commander
        - Covid-19 Silver Commander calls response meeting if required
        - Risk Assessment conducted by H&S on information gathered
        - Measures/actions implemented
        - Incident Management protocols followed